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BRAND
INTRODUCTION

http://www.barclondon.com/


AS SEEN IN:



A UK-based lifestyle brand of
dog essentials for the modern
consumer.

Est 2016, launched in 2017.

WE ARE:

We sell high-quality, cruelty-free
dog accessories with the ethos of
making products that look good
and work even better. 

But we’re not just about the
aesthetics; we’re also actionable.

We combine contemporary designs

with our appreciation for the finer

details, along with a shopping

experience that instantly makes our

customer feel at home.

We support and collaborate with

charitable foundations that help

alleviate the suffering of animals.

We’re the people who see beyond

having a dog as a ‘pet’ or something

you own. To us, they’re family. 



AS STOCKED IN:



53.9k

202.48k

followers

monthly views

3.8k
followers

SOCIAL
PROOF

https://www.instagram.com/barclondon/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/barclondon
http://www.facebook.com/barclondon/


LOVED
BY
...

TO
NAME 
A FEW.



WE SELL:

VEGAN DOG COLLARS

& LEADS

DOG COATS

VEGAN DOG HARNESSES
COMING SOON

From £39.00

From £27.00

https://www.barclondon.com/collections/designer-dog-collars-leads-harnesses
https://www.barclondon.com/collections/designer-dog-collars-leads-harnesses
https://www.barclondon.com/collections/designer-dog-coats


SQUEAKY DOG TOYS

DOG TENNIS BALLS
From £4.00

From £8.50

https://www.barclondon.com/collections/squeaky-dog-toys
https://www.barclondon.com/collections/dog-balls


DOG TUG TOYS

CHARITY WALK RANGE

DOG GROOMING

From £18.00

From £4.00

From £7.50

https://www.barclondon.com/collections/dog-tug-toys
https://www.barclondon.com/collections/barc-x-wahf
https://www.barclondon.com/collections/dog-grooming-wellness-range


Beautiful

These have the funniest sound!

Amazing quality and luxury feel I have been
searching high and low for a cream collar for my
cream mini- dachshund and he looks beautiful in it!
Going to order the matching lead as soon as possible!

- Danielle R.

It sounds like sooty is murdering sweep in my flat
when my French Bulldog goes at these toys. Worth it
for the comedy value alone.

- Gareth.

Stylish & functional

Proud as Punch

Very pleased with our purchase, looks great and
keeps the boy dry when we're out in the rain. He
hates the rain so just being able to get him out in it is
a huge improvement!

- Elliot.

Our dog Walter is so pleased with his new lead and
his matching collar. He looks gorgeous and gets even
more attention than usual. The blue colour is lovely
against his white fur. The lead is a great length and
feels comfortable yet sturdy to hold. The quality is
great, we're really very pleased and now plan to buy a
puffer jacket in the winter to complete the look.

- Jeanette S.



Contact: alex@barclondon.com

Alex - Founder & CEO

Alex is the founder of Barc London and

has been working on this idea since

2015. He has a clear vision of where he

wants to take the brand and is

passionate about making Barc London

the worldwide name he knows it can

be.

His first dog sparked his heart and his

mind and from that day forward he set

about to create design-focused dog

products that were kind in their

intention, which is why our entire

range is cruelty free and in all our

future thinking we are drilling down

into the suitability of all products we

bring to market.

Alex lives and breathes this space and

knows which gaps in the market Barc

London can fill, while making sure

every aspect of the customer’s journey

and experience is on brand and

seamlessly syncs with the brand’s

values.



liz@barclondon.com

sammy@barclondon.com

info@barclondon.com

PR & Communications

Influencer Marketing 
& Partnerships

General Enquiries

GET IN TOUCH:


